The Ultimate Collection Of Best Questions To Ask...

after finishing the family drawing

Obligatory Questions For Family Drawings:
1. The order the figures were made
2. The names of the figures
3. Their role in the family (e.g. mother, brother)
4. Their age
5. In the case of any symbolic family drawing: the name and meaning of the symbol for the child
6. In the case of kinetic drawing: the illustrated activity (in the subject’s own words)

Corman’s Four Questions:
1. Who is the nicest in the family?
2. Who is the least nice?
3. Who is the happiest?
4. Who is the least happy?
(also ask the reason)

For Any Picture:
1. Ask the client to give a title.
2. Ask the client to describe the picture.
3. What is most important about the picture?
4. How it speaks about them?
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